
Refurbishment kits
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE KITS FOR VENDING MACHINES



N-and Group’s team gather more than 130 years 

cumulative experience in delivering innovative 

products into the Vending industry from leading 

manufacturers in the world.

Since our inception in 2015, N-and Group have 

designed and developed human machine 

interfaces and software solutions, most of them 

intended to upgrade current machines on the 

field with modern technological capabilities and 

cosmetic enhancements. 

Trusted partner of major vendor manufacturers 
and operators

23% turnover 
invested in R&D

More than 85000 
platforms deployed

3 development 
centers Italy-UK-
China

The trademarks, logos and service marks displayed in this document are the 
property of their respective owners.



A greener, smarter future for your vending machines

• Telemetry

• IoT

• Cashless payments

• Dialogue between machine/mobile 

APP 

• Latest trends in UX/UI design applied

• Artificial intelligence

Future-proofed 
technologies

• Energy consumption reduction

• Machine life-span extended

• Minimize disposal environmental 

footprint

Environmentally friendly 
solutions



• Modern and robust design

• Projective-capacitive touch panel

• Hi-resolution display for industrial and commercial applications

• Safety or Gorilla Glass™

• Intel® processors

• Windows and Linux OS supported

• Fast connectivity through 4G/LTE, LAN, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

• International standards compliance

Plastic Cover
N-touch 15”
Cables
Sniff Matrix

NECTA
Kikko refurbishment kit



Plastic Cover
N-touch 15”
Cables
Sniff Matrix

NECTA
Astro refurbishment kit

NECTA
Kikko Max refurbishment kit



Plastic Cover
N-touch 15”
Cables
Sniff Matrix

NECTA
Brio 3 refurbishment kit

NECTA
Opera/Concerto refurbishment kit



Plastic Cover
N-touch 21”
Cables
Sniff Canto/Rock

• Smart user interface

• Telemetry 

• Remote monitoring 

• Real-time data

• Cashless payments 

• Health & Safety standards

NECTA
Canto refurbishment kit



Software
BIANCHI INDUSTRY

Lei 300 Lei 600 Lei 700



OTHER REFURBISHMENT KIT 
AVAILABLE



About us

N-and Group specialize in the design, development and production 
of latest generation digital solutions designed to modernize 
traditional vending machines, upgrading them with cutting-edge 
technologies aligned with the challenges and possibilities offered 
by Industry 4.0.

Our work consists in creating innovative projects that can generate a 
competitive advantage for our customers, a new user experience for 
final consumers and, more generally, a revitalization of the vending 
sector.

For the first time in history, “Vending Ahead” by N-and brings to 
market and makes accessible for every-size company a complete 
ecosystem of innovation designed to relaunch the vending industry 
with the latest technologies.

By integrating technology, entertainment, communication, telemetry, 
embedded electronics and IoT, payment systems and data analysis in 
a unique proposal of its kind, N-and provide operators with the most 
comprehensive and suitable tools to interact efficiently with the end 
user, while creating new business opportunities for companies.

Website LinkedIn Twitter


